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About This Game

ATV Simulator VR is the ultimate ATV driving experience for HTC Vive and Oculus Rift. Operate your own ATV with simple
controls in a free-range forest map with jumps, turns and exploration opportunities. Have a casual drive, go for jump after

jump, or enjoy the pleasant scenery.
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i like dinos .... what did you expect more?. Hello, To begin, I'd like you to ask yourself "why"
If the answer is yes, read on.
Pros
They have configurable controls
Realistic Gargoyle physics
Mutants and Vampires come with DLC!!!
Certainly a few Gargoyles
Costs less than a noose

Cons
The game
40% sure Alaska is not a barren desert wasteland, need confirmation though
No skellingtons (then again, would've spooked me into the moon!1!!)

Overall Rating 8.333\/12.65
Verdict: Play for yourself and find out!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!1!!
P.S. please call suicide prevention hotline immediately after closing game. touareg looks WAY TOO UGLY,there is a freaking
mclaren F1 in a RAID pack that DOESNT EVEN HAVE RAID SPEC SO WHY THE HELL PUT IT HERE? just one
word:DONT BUY THIS PACK UNLESS YOU HAVE IT FOR FREE IN SEASON PASS. BOUGHT BUT WONT EUIP IN
GAME LIKE IT DOESNT RECOGNIZE I HAVE IT. bast gam aver. Too fiddly and frustrating to prove enjoyable.. Fun and
unique.. This is a simple fun game that you would expect to find on consoles made in the early 80s in japan. You play as some
fairy thing and float around like in joust to shoot at creatures who are then encapsulated in bubbles. After they are caught in said
bubble you can catch them like the Bubble Bobble.

It's Joust meets Bubble Bobble and it's simple and fun! I recommend.. The chinese bootleg of chinese bootleg vr games and it
doesn't work correctly.

After a response from the developer who asked for the OS I was using, I wrote this (a legitiment review):

It's not the os, it's the game it self.
Enemy AI is buged to hell (running back and forth) and the guns never seem to go where I aim. The guns are made poorly and
don't feel good. To use an example, H3VR's guns have weight and recoil. Every gun in your game feels like a nerf gun and
recoil is either none existant or over exadurated. My two biggest problems are number one, there is no two-handed aim. Number
two, when you start the game it begins in PPGUN mode. This puts the gun like a foot behind your controller, and I couldn't find
out how to fix it until two levels in. When the game starts out you should have an option to choose if you are using a vive or
PPGUN. Thank you for contacting me and hopfully this is helpful to you so you can improve your game.
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The game won't start. I've played the game before and it was great, so I really do recommend it. but I don't know why it's having
trouble starting. This review covers all 4 of the East Tower games in one. Simply put, the game isn't very good. The art has
occasional good moments but most of it is pretty bad. The story is set up in such a way that it could lend itself to an interesting
discussion of gender identity and digital sexuality but it instead chooses to do clich\u00e9 "oops, I tripped and grabbed your
boob" moments. There are dialog options but the game is still very linear; you either die instantly, find a solution, or pick a
solution that gives you a bit of extra dialog.

I would not recommend any of these games except for Kurenai (which was admittedly pretty good). However, there are parts of
the Kurenai story that won't make any sense without playing at least a bit of the other ones.

The game is also way too expensive. I bought them all as a set with 40% off ($18 total) and I feel ripped-off. There are much
better VNs available for much less. Takashi, Kuon, and Akio were each only about 1.5 hours of play time, which is not a great
value.

Finally, every time you finish a section (and there are at least 7 sections per game) the game tries to get you to post to social
media. That really pisses me off. It takes me out of the moment to try to get me to advertise for a game that I paid for. Dear
game devs, please don't do that!. I totally dig this game, love the art style however sound effect could be better.
Overall it's totally worth the price.. Lost Bros is a simple game at face value, is very challenging, however I should not have
bought it. If you are not a puzzle game addict, DO NOT PURCHASE THIS GAME. If you love puzzles, Wait until it goes on
sale.. lt;< Been waiting so long for this damn game. It really is a love letter to fans of the PS2 Ace Combat games. >>

Edit: for ultrawide players like me there is a fan patch on wsgf.com to play on wide screens. I can't find it. This is neat little
puzzle game. Some of the puzzles are quite simple, while others are maddeningly difficult. Sometimes, I wanted to kick myself
after solving a level and realizing that the solution should have been obvious. You have to take several different approaches to
reach the answer sometimes, I guess. Anyway, this game is good to get the ol' brain working a bit. I'm having fun with it.. its a
PC exclusive from 2007. looks beautiful. games nowadays that looks worse than crysis should be shameful.

it even has multiplayer.

its also from EA, but this one gives me a sense of pride and accomplishment.
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